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Love 'Em or Lose 'Em, Sixth Edition: Getting Good People to StayBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2021

	This sixth edition of the number one bestselling employee retention book in the world (over 800,000 copies sold) puts a new emphasis on diversity and inclusion but keeps the same appealing format: twenty-six simple strategies from A to Z.

	

	Despite booms and busts, technology advances, talent wars, layoffs, and even a...


		

Space Physics and Aeronomy, Ionosphere Dynamics and Applications (Geophysical Monograph Series Book 260) 1st EditionAmerican Geophysical Union, 2021

	
		A comprehensive review of global ionospheric research from the polar caps to equatorial regions

	
		It's more than a century since scientists first identified the ionosphere, the layer of the Earth’s upper atmosphere that is ionized by solar and cosmic radiation. Our understanding of this dynamic part of the...



		

Recent Innovations in Computing: Proceedings of ICRIC 2020 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering, 701)Springer, 2021

	This book features selected papers presented at the 3rd International Conference on Recent Innovations in Computing (ICRIC 2020), held on 20–21 March 2020 at the Central University of Jammu, India, and organized by the university’s Department of Computer Science & Information Technology. It includes the latest research in the...





		

Ceramic, Art and CivilisationBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		In his major new history, Paul Greenhalgh tells the story of ceramics as a story of human civilisation, from the Ancient Greeks to the present day. As a core craft technology, pottery has underpinned domesticity, business, religion, recreation, architecture, and art for millennia. Indeed, the history of ceramics parallels the...



		

Handbook of Modern Coating Technologies: Advanced Characterization MethodsElsevier Limited, 2021

	
		Handbook of Modern Coating Technologies: Advanced Characterization Methods reviews advanced characterization methods of modern coating technologies. The topics in this volume consist of scanning vibrating electrode technique, spectroscopic ellipsometry, advances in X-ray diffraction, neutron reflectivity, micro- and...



		

Literary Representations of “Mainlanders” in Taiwan (Routledge Research on Taiwan Series)Routledge, 2020

	
		This book examines literary representations of mainlander identity articulated by Taiwan’s second-generation mainlander writers, who share the common feature of emotional ambivalence between Taiwan and China.

	
		Closely analyzing literary narratives of Chinese civil war migrants and their descendants in Taiwan, a...







		

Border and Rule: Global Migration, Capitalism, and the Rise of Racist NationalismHaymarket Books, 2021

	
		In Border and Rule, one of North America’s foremost thinkers and immigrant rights organizers delivers an unflinching examination of migration as a pillar of global governance and gendered racial class formation.

		

		Harsha Walia disrupts easy explanations for the migrant and refugee...



		

America and Iran: A History, 1720 to the PresentKnopf, 2021

	An important, urgently needed book--a hugely ambitious, illuminating portrait of the two-centuries-long entwined histories of Iran and America, and the first book to examine, in all its aspects, the rich and fraught relations between these two powers--once allies, now adversaries. By an admired historian and the author of Untapped:...


		

Becoming the Best You: With The HodgsonsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Want to live a life full of health and happiness?This is the book for you.Ryan and Elly Hodgson share with you ‘The Best YOU’ formula that they’ve used to transform THOUSANDS of clients' minds and bodies. They also share the importance of ‘balance’ using the system they use called the 4Bs.Read and APPLY all in...





		

The Creaky Knees Guide Northern California, 2nd Edition: The 80 Best Easy HikesSasquatch Books, 2021

	Here are the 80 best low-impact day hikes in Northern California, perfect for aging baby boomers, seniors, those traveling with small children, and anyone else interested more in a stroll than a climb.

	

	From hikes just outside of San Francisco to long strolls in the Sierra Nevada, this book covers 80 of the best...


		

ALGO TRADING CHEAT CODES: Techniques For Traders To Quickly And Efficiently Develop Better Algorithmic Trading SystemsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Algo trading and strategy development is hard, no question. But, does it really have to be so hard?The answer is "NO!" - if you follow the right approach, and get the right advice. Enter Champion Algo Trader Kevin Davey, and his book "Algo Trading Cheat Codes." In this groundbreaking book, Kevin reveals results of his...

		

GirlhoodBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		National Bestseller

		

		Named a Most Anticipated Book by:

		The New York Times * Buzzfeed * Time.com * OprahMag.com * The Millions * The Rumpus * LitHub * Paperback Paris * The Lily (Washington Post) * Ms. * LAMBDA Literary

		

		A gripping set of stories...
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